




Welcome to 
our house!



A hall



A living room



A bedroom



A kitchen



A dining 
room



A bathroom



Furniture



A  sofa



An armchair



Paintings



A mirror



A carpet



A bed



A cooker



A sink



A table

A chair



A wardrobe



A coffee table



A window



A washbasin



A fridge



A living room



A bedroom



A kitchen



A bathroom



RALLY COACH

The task is:  to fill in the gaps, using IS/ARE.
1. There …. four rooms in our flat.
2. There …. no TV in my bedroom.
3. …. there any paintings in the living room?
4. There … a fridge, a cooker and a sink in the 
kitchen.
5. …. there any books in the bookcase?
6. There …. no carpet in the kitchen. 
7. There… a carpet, a sofa in the living room.
8. ….. there two armchairs in the hall?



RALLY COACH

The task is:  to fill in the gaps, using IS/ARE.

1. There are four rooms in our flat.
2. There is no TV in my bedroom.
3. Are there any paintings in the living room?
4. There is a fridge, a cooker and a sink in the 
kitchen.
5. Are there any books in the bookcase?
6. There is no carpet in the kitchen. 
7. There is a carpet, a sofa in the living room.
8. Are there two armchairs in the hall?



What is your 
favourite room?

My favourite room is …… 
because…..



LET‘S HAVE 
A REST

LET‘S HAVE A REST



Prepositions 
of place



Where?
                                   

                                   



Where?
                                   

                                    IN



Where?



Where?

ON



Where?



Where?

                    behind



Where?



Where?
                          

                                in front of



Where?

                                 

                                        under



Where?

                                      
Next to



The rules
Tap a proper preposition to fill in the 

gaps. 
If you tap the right preposition, it gets 

green, and if not – it gets red. 
Go!



The mirror is _______ the wall.

under

behind

next to

on



The coffee table is ________ the bed.

in front 
of

onnext to

in



The lamp is _______ the armchair.

next to

on between

in



The sofa is _______ the picture.

on

next to

in

under



There is a window __________
the sofa .

next to

in behind

on



There is a washbasin ______ the 
bathroom.

next to

behind
behind

in



Is it true or false? 
1.This is Ann's bedroom.
2.Her room is very little.
3.Ann has got a big bed, two desks, a sink 
in her bedroom.
4.Ann calls her room the blue room.
5.There is a poster behind Helen's bed.
6.Ann doesn't like her bedroom.



Is it true or false? 

1.This is Ann's bedroom.-T
2.Her room is very little. -F
3.Ann has got a big bed, two desks, a sink 

in her bedroom. -F
4.Ann calls her room the blue room. -T
5.There is a poster behind Helen's bed. -F
6.Ann doesn't like her bedroom. -F



HOMEWORK

Ex.5,p.50
make up a description of your 

own bedroom


